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Todd Slager was born on
Brett Budde likes photog- August 15, 1977 at Christ
raphy.
Com. Hospital near Chicago.
He has 5 older brothers, a
Brian De Yong says, "It's all younger sister, and curious
about the Benjamins' baby." bite marks on his neck ....
jane c knol recounts her lurid blood-sucking rituals in
Gothic America, and the
childhood shame of having
pointy eyeteeth.
Fortunately for Dialogue
readers, Laurie Penning
took "Transylvania" just before she was traded to a band
of travelling gypsies for a
belt.

Andrew Samuel hopes to
beat Deep Blue at chess
some day.
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.. .I haven't walked the
s treets of Easttown for
awhile, I haven't caught fish
in the Grand River in a few
years, and I haven't prayed
on the Indian mounds for
some time, but I remember
doing it. And it was good.
And so, as I spend my time
here enjoying the fruits that
Maui has to offer, I'd like to
get reacquainted with the
life of the mind Calvin is offering in 1997 and 1998. I
encourage any form of expression, from a handwrit-

Becky Thomas needs sleep.
No funny. Must go.
Jim Van Farowe challenges you to look at a snowflake today.
Katrina Vegter is a flexiplop-percher.
Mike Wassenaar will soon
graduate to be a full time
dreamer.
Peter Zylstra is not funny
enough to have a quote.
ten letter to a song or a video.
In response I'm willing to reciprocate provided all continues on here in a manicured
manner.
... I'm starting to feel a
bit isolated. The conversation gets a little dreamy, the
USA Today is often a day old,
and CNN is harder for me to
find that a crisp five foot face
to rip off the cur1.
Peace Out,
Van Oso
P. 0. Box 10422
Laffaina, Hawaii
96761
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EDITORIAL

Keeping Some Distance

Rules aren't just for kids. Calvin students, no longer teenagers living under their
parents' care, have rules to follow. So do
Calvin faculty. We never outgrow being held
to a standard of right and wrong. Our rules,
moreover, embody ethical commitments that
help define our identities. Calvin maintains
its institutional identity in part through the
rules it imposes on faculty and students.
There is a golden mean in making
and enforcing rules. We would all be criminals if our government's legal system held
us to the letter of Jesus's precepts from the
Sermon on the Mount. In our society we
recognize that our desire that everyone be
moral must be weighed against our respect
for individual freedoms. We also realize that
people strongly disagree over which system
of morals is authoritative.
In what follows, I ask you to consider
the propriety of some of the rules we place
upon our faculty, in three particular areas:
1) the church membership requirement, 2)
the Christian schooling requirement, and 3)
the proposed faculty conduct code. While
we admit that faculty have not outgrown

morality, we should recognize the limits of
Calvin College as a moral arbiter. We should
leave the decisions of which church to attend, where to send children to school, and
how to behave at home to the faculty memhers themselves.
1) Calvin requires its faculty to be
participating members of the Christian Reformed Church or of the few denominations
in ecclesiastical fellowship with the C.R.C.
Faculty must also "subscribe to" or profess
their theological adherence to the "forms of
unity," three traditional documents of Reformed Christianity. To some observers,
these two requirements may seem redundant. But they are not. Subscription ensures theological uniformity, while church
membership creates cultural uniformity.
The Christian Reformed Church is,
like any denomination, a social institution
rather than a theological platform or set of
beliefs. As an institution, the C.R.C. has
developed in a particular cultural context.
Many members of the C.R.C. - but by no
means all - not only share religious beliefs,
but are also from the same geographical lo-
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cations, hold the same political views, and
are of the same race. Yet it would be a mistake to confuse any of these contingent cultural factors with the essential theological
message of Christian Reformed theology. To
require membership in a particular church
is not simply to require "orthodoxy." It is
also to require that a faculty member join a
particular culture. Yet why should faculty
not be permitted to worship within the denominational culture of their choice?
By being selective with respect to
church membership--that is, by employing
only those who consent
to join the C.R.C.-Calvin is also being selective with respect to
ethnicity and race. Another word for "being
selective" is "discriminating." While there
are indeed some people
of color in Reformed
churches, it is also true
that these denominations are disproportionately white. But is
"whiteness" a part of
our Gospel message? If
it is not, then why do
we insist on packaging the two together?
For example, an African-American member
of a historically black denomination might
have the same faith commitments as a member of the C.R.C., but be excluded on the
basis of her refusal to part with her background.
We should re-examine our requirement that faculty join the Christian Reformed Church or a denomination in ecclesiastical fellowship. If we require our faculty only to subscribe to the forms of unity,
then our purpose of theological unity will
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be accomplished without forcing the trappings of the C.R.C. upon our faculty.
2) Like any other college, Calvin has
a set of rules its faculty must obey. But while
the rules of most other colleges pertain primarily to issues of professional concern,
Calvin's rules for faculty encroach more
closely on personal life. Members are required to promote "Christian education at
all levels, including providing any children
of school age with Christian schooling." In
other words, professors do not have the
choice to send their children to public
schools, but must pay
to have them attend
private schools. Nor
do the children have
any say in the matter. As someone who
was of high school
age relatively recently, I would have
felt outraged if I had
been told by my
mother's employer
where to go to school.
(It is debatable, furthermore, whether
sending our children
to Christian schools
is the best way to "redeem" public schools.)
It is not the role of the employer to
decide how the children of employees should
be educated. Even if it is indeed true that
we need to promote Christian education, and
the best way to do this is to send our children to Christian schools, I believe Christian schooling should be voluntary rather
than mandatory.
3) A recently proposed document entitled "Standards of Conduct for the Faculty
of Calvin College" attempts to facilitate the
enforcement of rules for faculty. While it
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sets forth rather vague ethical standards,
including a list of virtues, it simultaneously
clarifies the way complaints about the infraction of these standards can be brought
against faculty.
As it was originally proposed- and
placed on Calvin's homepage - the code
seems a means of taking specks out of neighbors' eyes. Faculty should "seek to correct
and restore" those that they feel have erred.
The code declares, "Each member of the
Calvin faculty is accountable to his or her
colleagues in matters of ethical conduct no
less than in scholarship and teaching," and
"It is important to note that the character
of the Calvin community makes it permissible and even mandatory to talk to colleagues about matters that in other work
environments might be considered too personal to be breached." While some of the
more intrusive portions of the code are being removed after discussion among the faculty, a paternalistic note still pervades the
entire document.
Enforcing rules, of course, is reasonable. Why would we make rules ifwe didn't
want anyone to follow them? But when the
rules are officious, how zealous should we
be in enforcing them? While a "don't ask,
don't tell" policy renders a rule less effective, it allows an institution to take a stance
while still respecting the freedom of its
employees. It also allows for the fact that
the rule-making body might not be perfect
in its interpretation of God's will.
While Calvin is owned by a church,
Calvin is not a church, and it is certainly
not "the" church. The code enjoins faculty
to lead "a life worthy of the calling you have
received." But we must remember that this
calling was received from God, not from
Calvin College. This doesn't mean that
Calvin has no right to endorse moral rules,
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but it does mean that Calvin as an institution should be aware of its own shortcomings and incompetencies and allow faculty
members to make their own decisions.
Calvin should show respect to its faculty by
allowing them liberty, yes, even perhaps liberty to sin.
A rationale for the proposed code is
that the faculty handbook does not go far
enough, but merely forbids "egregious offenses" such as incompetence, doctrinal unorthodoxy, and harassment, "while offering
no models or standards for responsible conduct in one's personal and professional life."
I submit that Calvin's code of conduct won't
help anyone be a better professional academic. And as far as standards for personal
life go, I don't think most faculty members
need any help. They have scripture and common sense to make up their own minds.
In conclusion, Calvin's rules for its
faculty could be cut back in places. I anticipate the "slippery-slope" objection: if we
sacrifice even one standard by which we define our identity then we will soon be giving
up all of them; we will turn into one more
secular school. I agree that secularization
has occurred in higher education, for various reasons. It may not have been a mistake in all cases. But Calvin is about as selfconscious and as conscientious as colleges
come. When you exercise care, secularization doesn't have to be a slippery slope. If
we can make a change for the better by dropping the church membership and Christian
schooling requirements, we should make it
regardless of the caricature we fear we will
become. Our identity is something we
should not sacrifice but develop. And to develop in the right direction, we should turn
toward making and enforcing rules for our
faculty with a concern for tolerance and liberty.
--Robert Huie
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ESSAY

The Things I Learned in Dutch
by Ruth Michelle Hollander

We sat there for hours, my friend
Kelli and I. It was a small cafe in the middle
of Amsterdam, just around the corner from
the train station. We stumbled upon it on
our quest to do something, to go somewhere,
to see something. We wanted to visit the
Rijksmuseum, the Anne Frank huis, the
shopping centrum, and still make it home in
time for dinner. But we had been living in
Holland too long. As soon as we saw the
cafe, we knew we couldn't start our day
without "just a quick cup of coffee." So we
stopped for coffee and we didn't leave until
it was time to catch our train. We didn't do
anything, but our day was well spent,
simply because it was gezellig.
As a Calvin student with a Dutch last
name, I am well aware of the unspoken
tension between the Dutch and non-Dutch
students. It's not a major tension, nor is it
any cause for alarm, but it is there all the
time. As a Dutch student, I don't know
what it is like to be non-Dutch. But then

again perhaps I do. When I was a senior in
high school, I lived as an exchange student
in the Netherlands, and for a whole year I
was "the American girl." During that year I
learned what being Dutch really meant. It
meant learning the concept of gezelligheid.
Because I didn't speak the language
when I first arrived, and because my host
parents (or Mam and Pap, as I called them)
spoke very little English, in those first
months we relied on what came to be known
as "the bible," the English/Dutch dictionary. For the first two months I lived there,
the word-bible was never more than an
arms-reach away.
Each attempt at
conversation was a jumbled mix of Dutch,
English, and frantic searching-in and
pointing-at the dictionary.
Over and over I heard the Dutch
word, gezellig. Everyone used it often, but
always in different situations. After weeks
of confusion, I finally asked Mam what it
meant. She, of course, had no idea what it
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meant in English, so she looked it up in the But never cozy.
But a bar in the
word-bible, and came up with the word Netherlands is different than a bar in the
"cozy."
United States. In the small town that I
This made no sense to me, because I lived in, there was one bar: Hartenhof. So
rarely, if ever, used the word "cozy" in a that's where we went every Saturday night.
sentence, and the Dutch seemed to use We would arrive there at 11 or 12 at night,
gezellig to describe almost everything. go directly to our regular spots (the ones
Rather than risk embarrassment by asking with the perfect view), where we would stay
again, I decided that in time I would figure until 4 or 5 in the morning. Sometimes, if
it out. And I did.
we were feeling mellow, we would simply
As the months passed, and as my cling to our seats and relish the sheer joy of
Dutch improved, I began
being together. Other
to understand what
nights, feeling more exuGezelligheid
is
not
simply
gezellig really meant. And
berant, we would dance
a
word
...
it
is
a
state
of
I realized that its true
and drink Heineken and
being.
Even
more
than
meaning went way besmoke cigarettes, all as
that,
it
is
the
ultimate
yond the simple dictiowe talked and laughed
goal
of
the
Dutch
people.
nary translation. Mam
with each other and
No
matter
what
they
are
and Pap couldn't simply
with all our other friends.
doing,
the
Dutch
are
alexplain it to me, because
Every weekend it was
ways
striving
for
there really is no true
the same crowd of people,
gezelligheid.
English equivalent to
the same music, the
gezellig.
same bier.
And yet
To understand
every weekend it was
both the significance of the word gezellig as something different and special. Somewell as why it is used so often in times, for variety, we would go to Groningen
conversation, I had to first understand and drift from piekuur to piekuur, but
Dutch gezelligheid. And to understand somehow that was never quite as much fun
Dutch gezelligheid, I had to experience it. as Hartenhof always was. Groningen was
Gezelligheid is not simply a word or an always so impersonal; we were always glad
adjective used to describe something; it is a to get back to our own hometown bar.
state ofbeing. Even more than that, it is the
But gezelligheid extends far beyond
ultimate goal of the Dutch people. No the bar scene. I once asked Mam why she
matter what they are doing, the Dutch are didn't like Meneer Hofstra, our next door
always striving for gezelligheid.
neighbor. She replied, simply, "because he
When my friend Truus and I would is niet gezellig." Meneer Hofstra was a
talk about how much fun we had at the bar grumpy old man who never married. He
over the weekend, we would talk about how owned the town flower shop, and he was
echt gezellig it had been. According to the always charging people more than he
dictionary, we would have described a bar should for flowers. He abhorred small talk,
as "very cozy." However, I have never once substituting grunts and scowls for converheard someone in America describe a night sation.
He hated both children and
at a bar as cozy. Fun, yes; wild, more like it. animals, and he wouldn't let either of them
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come near him. He even refused to go to
church because the pews were too hard.
I can recall another occasion when I
told Pap about my plans to take the train
down to Rotterdam to see another
American friend. I told him about our plans
to visit a special art show at the Museum of
Modern Art there, and then afterwards go
shopping and go to a famous disco
downtown. Because he knew that I was
going to Rotterdam first and foremost to
spend time with a friend, he responded by
saying, "wat gezellig!" He knew that from
the moment I stepped off the train in
Rotterdam, to the moment we waved goodbye, my friend and I would be having a
wonderful time talking and catching up,
and just being together. He knew that
before we headed to the museum we would
stop somewhere to drink coffee. He also
knew that there was a good possibility that
we would sit and talk so long that we would
miss the exhibit altogether. And that would
be fine, as long as it was gezellig.
Mam and Pap and I used to sit
around the kitchen table late at night and
have deep discussions about anything and
everything. We would usually get started
around 10 pm, after my Pap was finally
done with his last kerkerat (church council)
meeting, and after my host mom had
finished her final crossword puzzle. We
would start out by drinking a cup of coffee
and smoking a single cigarette, just to get
the discussion going. And then, as the hour
got late and the discussion got deeper, we
would pour a borrel--J agermeister for Pap,
orange juice for Mam, and Bailey's for me-and begin chain smoking. And we would
talk and talk, until finally my Mam would
begin dozing off as she tried so desperately
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to stay awake, or until Pap would suddenly
realize that he had to be up for work in five
hours. Our justification for our late night
discussions was always the same, and
always sufficient for anyone who questioned us: Om de gezelligheid te houden. (To
maintain the gezelligheid.)
The Dutch value being together as
people, as family, as friends. They love to
talk, to laugh, to enjoy each other's
company and the special interest that each
individual brings to the group. And this
togetherness is the underlying theme to the
concept of gezelligheid. That is why it is
gezellig to go to the bar with friends, but it is
also gezellig to sit and drink coffee and eat
gebak around the kitchen table with family,
just as it is gezellig to spend the afternoon
exploring a city, as long as it is with a friend.
When I reflect back on my time spent
in the Netherlands, it is always with a
smile, and always a bit wistfully. I smile
when I think of the experiences I had. I
don't remember all the places I went--the
famous museums, landmarks, cities--they
weren't the most important.
What I
remember most vividly are the people and
thegezelligheid we shared. Deep conversations with my host-parents around the
kitchen table that began too late at night
and ended even later. Laughing with
friends as we sat in a smoky corner of
Hartenhof. Birthday parties, disco nights,
long train rides with my best friend Kelli-these are the things that I will never forget.
I lived in a foreign country and I had
an amazing experience. I learned to speak a
new language and I learned a new culture.
But even more than that, I learned a new
way of being. I not only learned Dutch, I
learned gezelligheid. □
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Winter
The winter duck clowns
returned to the pond again.
They dance, dive, wiggle, shake, and laugh
Surrounded by ice and snow.
I could not even move in such
cold water.
Somehow they find joy
and cause for celebration.
One male for every female,
Never letting the water freeze,
Living through the winter.
--Michael J. V antler Brug
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Fowl Preferences
for R.
I remember fondly
walking down to the pond with you
and talking about how on most days
we "preferred ducks to people"
that line was on a note we slipped
into the empty wine bottle above your bed-the bottle we meant to fill with such memories
and open on graduation day
still, I wish to submit one more note
to say
I remember fondly
those walks to the pond with you
and that on most days
I would prefer you to these people,
my duck in human disguise,
I moved away, and you graduated years ago
--Andrew Zwart
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Tabby, Age 11
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INTERVIEW

Revealing the Law

On November 17, 1997, Professor Jay Budziszewski gave the inaugural lecture and
commission for the Paul B. Henry Institute for the Study of Christianity and Politics.
Mr. Budziszewski holds joint appointments in the departments of Government and
Philosophy at the University of Texas at Austin, and has written extensively on many
topics in religion, morality, and politics. His most recent book is entitled Written on the
Heart: The Case for Natural Law. This interview was conducted by Michael
Wassenaar.

Dialogue: In First Things, you recently
published two essays, "The Problem
with Liberalism," and "The Problem
with Conservatism." Did you intend to
say something about liberalism and
conservatism in particular, or about
ideology in general?
Budziszewski: Both. A danger that faces
Christians today is the possibility of baptizing the ideologies of the secular worldabsorbing them- then merely relabeling
them as Christian, so that you find Christian accomodationism of both liberal and
conservative varieties. You can find Christians doing the same thing with socialist ideology,
libertarian
ideology,
and
communitarian ideology. In principle I could
have written a long series of such articles.
Liberalism and conservatism are the
two ideologies which dominate our culture,
so I thought that it would be most helpful
to distinguish what it is to be a liberal from

what it is to be a Christian, or what it is to
be a conservative from what it is to be a
Christian. These two articles make a
broader point on the dangers of
accomodationism.

Dialogue: Do you think that in some
sense, Christians want to hold onto the
labels "liberal" and "conservative"?
Budziszewski: Yes. I think there are several reasons. The alternative is to say "I am
not a liberal or a conservative or any other
'ist.' I'm just a Christian"- that's a pretty
scary thing to do. You are being more up
front, much more "in your face," than most
of us are comfortable being. Quite a few of
us can get up the nerve to share our faith,
to share the gospel in private conversation,
but to be a witness for Christ in the public
square is much scarier. If you can hang
your hat on one of the pegs that is already
out there and say, "I'm a Christian, but it's
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OK, because I'rn a liberal," or "I'rn a Christian, but you know, when it comes right
down to it, the social implications of Christianity are just like those of conservatism,"
it seems less scary. You have automatic approval, because the leaders of these movernents think they know how to utilize you
then, how to exploit you as a resource. The
religion card can then be played. It becomes
less frightening and very accepted.
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You can sornetirnes say, for such-and-such
theological reasons, that this particular kind
of equality or that particular kind of equality is good. Or, for such-and-such reasons,
fairness construed in this particular way is
what we should try to achieve. What you
cannot pretend to do is make a choice while
remaining neutral. That amounts to saying, "I arn making a choice, but I arn not
making a choice." We have to bite the bullet. We must admit that we do have reaDialogue: In a piece entitled "The Illu- sons. We do have presuppositions about
sion of Moral Neutrality," you write, what is good and what is true, or we would
"There is no such thing as neutrality. not be able to make any decisions at all.
It isn't merely unachievable, like a perfect circle; it is unthinkable, and unap- Dialogue: In one of your articles ("The
proachable, like a square circle." What Problem with Liberalism"), talking
do you mean by this, and how does it about the role of government, you
relate to tolerance?
write: "Do no harm, and help where
possible." Would you say that this acBudziszewski: Let's talk about religious curately reflects your vision of the role
tolerance in particular. A great deal of First of government?
Arnendrnent Religion-Clause jurisprudence,
especially with regard to the Establishment Budziszewski: Up to a point, yes. I do not
Clause, is based on the idea that the gov- think that government is commissioned by
ernment must be neutral between religion God to attempt all kinds of help where posand irreligion, as well as between different sible. There are certain kinds of good deeds
religions. To be neutral means to treat them that the family is cornrnissioned to perall the same, without supposing that one form- for example, to raise children in a
holds more truth than the others. This is godly way. That is not the state's job. There
impossible. Even to say that we should treat are certain kinds of good things that other
them all the same is to say what some of institutions are commissioned to perform.
these religions claim themselves and what
The state's principal commission is
stated
in the New Testament (1 Peter 2: 13others want to repudiate with all their heart
and soul. If we say that there shall be no 14): to restrain or punish those who want to
official church- and I agree that there commit injustice or wickedness, and to cornshould be no official government church- mend those who want to do right. Whether
that statement is already not religiously the state has any other responsibilities is
neutral. It demonstrates that you are tak- something that needs to be thought about
ing the side of those religions or denomina- and discussed very carefully among Christions that do not want to have an official tians. Perhaps it does. But we want to be
church, and opposing those that do.
very careful that it does not intrude upon
Neutrality is a self-undermining idea. the responsibilities of the other created in-
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stitutions.
With that proviso, I could say yes,
help where possible, but above all, do no
harm. The emphasis of the proviso was not
on helping where possible, but on doing no
harm. So often the state, by crossing over
the line and trying to do the work of other
institutions, does do
harm.

Dialogue: What
kinds of moral
standards should
government adopt
with respect to
what is and is not
tolerable,
and
where does Natural Law fit in?
Budziszewski: I
would like to make
some distinctions.
But first, a definition: Natural Law is
the moral laws which
are right for every human being, because
they express God's requirements. They are
also at some level known to every human
being, because they are part of general revelation.
Special revelation goes beyond general revelation. It goes beyond those things
that God has revealed to all mankind,
through such agencies as conscience. It is
this special revelation that we find in the
Bible. One way in which it goes beyond general revelation is its inclusion of salvation
through Jesus Christ. There are also some
moral teachings that go beyond that. For
example, the standard for sexual relationships is a long-lasting public commitment
between a man and a woman, for purposes
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of producing children. But you may have to
go beyond that, to special revelation, to understand clearly all of the reasons why the
monogamous marriage is superior to the polygamous marriage; why marriage should
be life-long, rather than dissoluble at will,
or dissoluble as soon as the children grow
up.
It does not seem
to be Biblical
teaching
that
Christians have
the right to foist
these moral rules,
known
only
through special
revelation, down
the throats of nonbelievers. With
general revelation, it is a different story. If it is
true that these
rules are right for
all, and at some
level known to all,
then they can serve as a public standard.
Here is a second distinction that I have to
make: even with respect to the Natural
Law- the general form of revelation-you
cannot always enforce all of that. The Christian thinker Thomas Aquinas, who wrote in
the Middle Ages, pointed out that if you try
to punish every vice, you are not necessarily going to make people more virtuous. As
he states, the wicked will break out into yet
greater evils. Some people say we have seen
this example during the Prohibition Era. So
first, special revelation is not appropriate
as a public standard; general revelation is.
Second, even the standards of general revelation may sometimes have to be relaxed
for prudential reasons. That does not mean
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that the Christian does not want, at the
same time, to try to evangelize and bear
witness to special revelation, but that is a
different question from what should be the
content of the law.
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hies through abortion, for instance, but that
we hold down our awareness of these
thoughts.
The Christian, despite the fact that
he is also a sinner, has a corrective to his
sinful tendencies to hold down what he reDialogue: Can you offer any guidelines ally knows, because he has the Scriptures.
for discerning Natural Law? Is it pri- Ifhe is testifying in the public square to the
marily through reason, through tradi- truth of some moral law, he cannot just bang
tion, through conscience ....
on the Bible and say "God says," because
these people do not believe the Seriptures.
Budziszewski: The difficulty lies in know- But he has the advantage that on the basis
ing which of several questions you are ask- of Scripture, he knows better what the uning. One question you might be asking is, believer knows than the unbeliever does.
what are the various ways by which God re- The unbeliever may know something about
veals general moral revelation? How do right and wrong- the wrong of abortion,
people come to know the Natural Law? The the wrong of murder, the honor due to marBible points to at least five ways. You men- riage, and so forth- but he may suppress
tioned conscience- that is one. Paul talks this knowledge, and believe that he does not
about it in Romans,
know it, and that this
the second chapter.
is all grey, and who
There is also what
knows what the truth
The
Natural
Law
is
universally
might be called the
is? The Christian has
known,
but
it
is
also
universally
principal of the harthe advantage of
suppressed.
Paul
says
it
is
not
vest. When we commit
knowing that the
that
the
pagans
do
not
know
sins, they have conseknow ledge is there
about
God,
but
that
they
hold
quences. Even the
deep down. It is not
down
the
truth
in
their
dullest among us can
simply missing- it is
unrighteousness.
eventually put two and
suppressed. That is
two together. Those
a different situation.
are just two of the five.
If the question is, how do we know Dialogue: In one article you tell the
for sure what our conscience is really say- story of a student who comes to acing, or whether something that you think knowledge his moral failure through
might be a Natural Law really is, here again reading Aristotle, and you express wonwe have to make a very difficult distinction. der at how God could work in this perThe Natural Law is universally known, but son through a pagan philosopher. Is
is also universally suppressed. Paul says it there any sense in which civil governis not that the pagans do not know about ment might be expected to serve this
God, but that they hold down the truth in same function, of instilling virtue?
their unrighteousness. It is the same thing
with moral knowledge. It is not that we do Budziszewski: Yes, in a way. By punishnot know that it is wrong that we kill ha- ing wrong-doers and commending right-do-
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ers, the government makes some contribution toward the formation of virtue in its citizens. It is not, perhaps, the most important contribution to the formation of virtue
among the citizens; the church and the family make much more important contributions. But it is a contribution, nevertheless,
that we cannot do without.
This is important for a second reason
as well. Even if the culture is not a Christian culture, it can at least reinforce the
truth of Natural Law, rather than helping
people to suppress it. If, for instance, it
upholds the standard of respect for human
life, rather than financing abortions, then
without intending to it helps to prepare the
soil for evangelism. Just as the law of Moses
was a custodian·- it could not save us, but
led us to Christ- the law that is imprinted
on your conscience can play the same role
for non-believing gentiles. Of course, when
we come to the grace of Christ, then sanctification can really begin.
·

Dialogue: In your article "The Problem with Liberalism," you write, "All we
can do is keep up the critique which is
in the gospel, and in the meantime go
on being Christians: our eyes lifted up
not to the spectacular idol of political
salvation, but to the Cross. Let those
who will call this doing nothing; we
know better." Do you mean to say that
a Christian's role as a citizen is one of
moral critique rather than action?
Budziszewski: In one way I think this is
true. I do believe that a new political science could be and should be founded by
people of Christian convictions. But I would
not want to be misunderstood about that. I
do not believe that the Bible itself tells us
enough about politics for us to deduce from

2 I

it a whole political philosophy. Ifit did, we
could be sure that we were right on every
point, because we would be resting our work
on God's authority. Because it does not, we
will make mistakes-we will make a lot of
mistakes. Therefore, a large part of what
we do must enter into critical engagement
with the secular philosophies that already
exist, being very careful and discerning,
using other ideas where we can, but maintaining a critique from a Biblical point of
view across the board.

Dialogue: How about the action side
of the coin?
Budziszewski: There are actions that
Christians can take in the public square.
Critique does not mean sitting on the sidelines and carping. Critique may sometimes
mean action which is in opposition to the
mode of action that prevails in the public
square. The subject of abortion has come
up several times in this interview already,
and you can see that it is a matter I find
very grave.
This is a good example: the Pro-Life
movement is a form of critique, but it is action, not just words. It is not sitting on the
sidelines and carping. It is teaching the dignity of life, finding ways to help pregnant
young women who have nowhere to go and
sharing the love of Christ with them while
showing them that there is an alternative,
and holding up the dignity of the option of
adoption in some circumstances.Critique
can take the form of acting out the alternative. And even when we are not talking politics,just to live the Christian life within the
Christian community while keeping up
neighborly relations with non-believersthat is a very powerful form of witness, that
is an implicit critique.
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Dialogue: What are some of the diffiDialogue: What does postmodernism culties that you face as a Christian
mean for Christianity?
teaching in a secular institution, and
do you have any advice for Christian
Budziszewski: It is difficult to get a handle scholars entering the academy?
on the term "postmodernism" because it has
been used in so many different senses. In Budziszewski: The greatest difficulty
one of its dominant senses, it refers to the about teaching in a secular institution is
teaching that there is no such thing as ob- that the secular university embraces the
jective truth; there is only the way things ideology of neutralism; it thinks that you
look from inside a tradition, and no one of can treat religions neutrally. Well, you canthese traditions has any greater claim than not treat them neutrally-I explained that
any other.
before. The result of this is, whenever you
We Christians claim an objective think that you are being neutral, you are in
truth: God. Christ calls himself the Way, fact operating on the basis of a world view.
the Truth, and the Life. However, it is easier But it is a world view that will not call itself
than one might think for a Christian to be- by its proper name; it is a world view that
come ensnared by postmodernism, because pretends not to be a world view. Because it
we certainly know that the way things look does not know that it is a world view, in
from our faith tradition is very different seemingly good conscience, it can act more
than the way things look within other faith arbitrarily, more coercively, more dogmatitraditions, or for that matter, from within cally than it even accuses Christians of dothe various secular world views. We do not mg.
have to deny that. What we want to deny is
You have to fight for the right to even
the idea that the way God has told us things be a Christian in the secular university. A
are is just one story among many that has Marxist can say, I am a Marxist and I teach
no priority. On the contrary, it is God's story; from a Marxist point of view. A radical femiit is objective truth.
nist can say, I am a feminist and I teach from
We also want to deny that all of these a feminist point of view. But if you open
traditions are sealed off from one another, your mouth and say, I am a Christian and,
that they are so completely incommensu- of course, my teaching reflects that point of
rable that we cannot even speak to people view, then you will get into trouble. What I
within other traditions, that we cannot think Christians have to do is bite the bulmake the case for the gospel, for God's truth. let, not to retreat into the woodwork, but to
We can do this, and the reason we can do it admit their Christian world view, admit that
is because God himself has provided the they are not neutral, and merely keep remeans through his general revelation. minding their secular colleagues that they
There are certain things that he makes aren't. We need to remind them that we are
known to all human beings, even though not claiming special privileges, but only the
they may suppress them, and in some other privileges that they claim for their own
faith traditions and secular world views they world views. That is not neutralist, by the
are suppressed.
way- but it is crucial. □
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contrasted feminism
stunted blue plastic
molding, seeping like
a thick bruised starch
into a form, a form
of deaf language, deaf learning.
this desk is all me.
{he stares at nothing but a mute mold
of who he used to love. and the song
she was repeats in his arms}
fashioned by the system,
made silent by the man, the men
surrounding, sitting in this chair,
sitting on me--it is all a lie.
I am my own creation of a little-ness, made
small enough to fit their mold.
{he remembers the redness of the world, the yellows
that she lived in. and the laughter, the
song are gone, faded down}
--Katrina Vegter
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the shape of the wind in silk
the shape of the wind in silk
is like the curve of a slight body beneath a wet nightgown
but i imagine that there are other ways to say it:
there will always be the airing out of bedsheets from balcony
and kids' math papers that blow away, too far to chase.
the silky chaff from milkweeds
gives way to white ashes and snow.
no matter how small the pieces,
surrender will never be beyond compare
since everywhere there's wind
you'll find them--the tatters of a white flag
once used to mark someone else's claim on the world
--j ane c knol
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ESSAY

For Communion Purposes
By Rebecca Ruth

Baking is similar to the endeavor of
writing; there is no help for these processes'
lack of haste. So, I gather a college-ruled
notebook used for journaling into my arms
and attend to the rising indian-style. Thus
planted, at least until limbs numb, I possess
the best seat in the house. None pester me
to relinquish the spot; none comprehend the
reason for my post. They have timers for
these things, you know. I begin to write my
duration just beyond the baking window.
Day 1: Entire days must be set aside for this
undertaking. Bread making demands the
earnest attention and hearty persistence of
the baker. Most people do not have the time
to work at a table with utensils in hand and
would prefer a speedier process, but words,
images, and assonances have bred patience
in me. Sometimes they come; mostly they

do not. Those whose schedules are already
encumbered with fervid activity might
want to reconsider their occupation in the
food franchise. Else, one can obtain a bread
machine to do everything (which is a little
like nuking your grains out, and cheating if
you ask me) or fashion quick breads made of
batter mixture--a favorable alternative for
the apprentice. A machinization of the
process is not where the real work is
underway. The real work requires full
presence and four walls "... so that
imagination can meet memory in the dark"
(Annie Dillard, The Writing Life), whereas a
bread machine allows one to split for the
evening while it does its thing.
So, the whole of a day can be
exhausted by this preliminary pondering
over form, but it would be most wise to
decide initially to bake the yeasted loaf and
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forget doing anything else tomorrow. Such
an extensive project is sure to be all
consuming, so collect all the needed
resources for the business ahead. When at
this labor the whole of the world tends to
disappear, so Dillard instructs "point
yourself, forget yourself, aim and dive" (An
American Childhood 47). Realizing with a
jolt that important materials are missing
recalls a sphere of interruptions better left
to their dormancy. There will come a time
for surfacing, many hours later, and with it
the awareness that
there is nowhere else
"•
one would rather be,
Ja
but immersed in the
~
activity of this craft.
0

look appetizing as well as to emit a pleasant
aroma. They even want things extraneous
to the product like atmosphere and dancing.
What they want is your goal--that, and
convincing them that the "work needs it, or
the world" (The Writing Life 10). The ends
must be tucked in and hidden, and a most
unique but bulbous lump may need to be
lopped off for sake of appearance.
Lastly, sprinkle some poppy seeds
here and there. If asked, tell them the seeds
are for aesthetic value, but hope no one
catches on that it's a
greasing method to
i
lo
curb the loafs configuration.
Then,
slip it into the sweltering oven and sit
back. The time for
waiting out the tick
of the alarm has
arrived.
This is
where journal-keeping comes in handy.
It serves as a diversion from the workm-progress and a
convenience for storing last minute jots
and out-of-nowhere
tittles.
Finally the timer will sound. The
shape that is extracted from the infernal
chamber should thud hollowly when
tapped. This indicates the death of the
yeast. Any more tampering with the mass
of bread will come to no good. It is no longer
a working idea or a malleable existence-something has been irrevocably done here.
0

Day 2: The stages of
the loafs development
are a series of manipulations. First, it must
be allowed to expand
to immense proportions, which occurs if
the dough is provided
a comfortable environment.
Then, the
ghastly bulk needs to
be convinced to collapse upon itself. Intimidation tactics may
succeed in doing this, so might persuasion-I employ suggestion, a strategy of
associating ideas. The mass wants to
explode, so help it along and then fold it onto
itself. I push the bulk away from my frame
at the counter's edge, and pull it back, and
push it and pull it until what I have before
me is a smooth, uniform surface made so by
a carefully established rhythm of kneading.
The appearance of this wrought out Day 3: Having waited a day or several
delicacy is of great import. Those who years, the work is either relatively fresh or
participate in the taste-testing want it to freezer burned. The most vulnerable period
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in the life of the loaf is coming to pass: the
distribution among the gathered. The
bread is accepted as a matter of course,
until Grandmother opens her mouth. She
tells about the bread she made as a young
thing. Mama inclines her head and nods
vigorously--she remembers. At the other
end of the table Aunt Betsy supplies the
history of the recipe, "This Russian
Christmas Morning Bread is as important
to the Gerstreudt's as sauce is to the
Italians. The Yurkosky's gave us this recipe
many, many years ago."
Then Grandmother scoots back her
chair and lumbers over. Beaming, she
points a finger in an already reassuring
face, "You haven't given that recipe away to
anyone, now, have you?"
There is a secret to its composition
that must go untold. The process needs to
be revealed for the furtherance of the trade,
but the actual recipe must be created anew
by families outside the fold.
The anticipatory agony of one
awaiting the judgment cools as the bread is
passed around the table. Each woman
offers her bread story and these are
complementary to one's own. The agony
was not in vain, and the successful loaf is
added to the annals.
The duration beyond the window is
complete. Being a participant in the plunge
and having survived the perils is an entry
for this journal in itself. However much I
dip into this craft in the future--may the
company arrive before the gnawing hunger
that eats away at solitary souls such as
mine. May the aroma waft in from the room
with four walls and resonate with others
whose time is spent pouring themselves
into the needful rhythms--for the art, for
the experience, for the communal exchange.
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Scars
Six cut deep into the right leg from barbwire
in Minnesota
(purple shoes stained red)
One on the head from fainting in the shower
(coming to--horrified to see blood mixing
with water, running down the drain)
Two small marks from stapling the pinky finger
(they won't go away)
Three from love
I keep a meticulous account,
an inventory for you,
because there is no one else here to do this
--Andrew Zwart
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REVIEW

Mathematics: Discovered or Invented?
by Andrew Samuel

Changeux, Jean-Pierre, and Alain
Connes. Conversations on Mind, Matter, and Mathematics. Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press (1995), 260
pp., $24.95 (cloth).
Almost anyone will agree that the
fundamentals of mathematics are timeless
and unchanging. No matter whether one is
in ancient Greece or in a contemporary
American university, the concepts of
mathematics seem to give insight into the
nature of reality. Mathematics has been so
successful in coherently describing the
world around us that it has become the
yardstick for nearly all the natural sciences.
The effectiveness and timelessness of
mathematics has led many to believe that
there must be a mathematical reality that
exists independent of the human mind. On
the other hand, others argue that mathematics is merely a construct of the human
mind. This problem is evident in a question
that Princeton philosopher Paul Benacerraf
poses: "[how] ... can [one] reconcile the

apparent timelessness of mathematical
truth with our ability to know mathematics?"
The debate regarding the nature of
mathematics is not a new one. It has
plagued both philosophers and mathematicians since the days of the early preSocratic thinkers. Realists like Pythagoras
and Plato have argued for the existence of a
mathematical reality that is independent of
the human mind, while others such as
Aristotle and Kant have argued for a
constructivist position. This debate is
revisited in the book Conversations on
Mind, Matter and Mathematics by Alain
Cannes and Jean-Pierre Changeux. This
book presents the issue to the reader in the
form of a dialogue in which Cannes, the
mathematician, subscribes to the realist
position while Changeux, the neuroscientist, is the constructivist. However, unlike
many of the world's greatest intellectual
discussions, which may never have taken
place, this book is the transcription of an
actual conversation between two scientists.
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The book may be read as a dialogue that is
divided into three parts. The first extends
through chapters one and two, the second
chapters three, four and five and the third
through chapters six and seven.
The first dialogue begins by attempting to outline the main relationship that
exists between the mind, mathematics, and
matter. According to Changeux, mathematical objects exist in the brain. This is
due to the fact that the brain is a complex
physical object that is composed of neural
networks. Since mathematical studies
require the cerebral faculties of reasoning
and logic, the brain constructs representations of mathematical objects which are
mental objects. These mental objects are
material in the sense that they are
composed of neural networks. Thus,
mathematical objects exist as physical
objects in the brain of the mathematician. If
mathematical objects correspond to physical states of the brain, it will be possible in
theory to observe such objects using various
methods of brain imaging. Thus, Changeux
argues that as scientists increase in their
understanding of the brain, their knowledge of mathematical reality will increase.
A fundamental disagreement exists
between the two scientists over the nature
of mathematical reality. Connes argues
that, though it may be that mathematics is
apprehended by the brain in the form of
material objects, these neural objects are
merely the tools that are used by
mathematicians in order to understand
mathematical reality. To assume that a
deeper understanding of the brain will lead
to an increased knowledge of mathematical
reality would be analogous to assuming
that one has a deeper know ledge of
Shakespeare when one knows the chemistry of the paper and ink on which it is
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written. Connes argues that the coherence
of mathematical objects is evidence that
mathematics is a reality that is independent of our minds. If mathematics did not
exist apart from human brains, it would not
be possible to arrive at the same answer to a
problem when using two different methods.
The coherence of mathematics, however, is
one that entirely surpasses the coherence
that is arrived at by sensible intuition or the
intuition of phenomena. The realist position does not deny the existence of neural
objects that represent mathematical reality. Instead, these neural objects are tools
created by the mind in order to perceive
mathematical reality. Thus, by uncoupling
mathematical reality from the tools that are
used for exploring it, Connes is able to
accept the relationship between mathematics and the mind without being a
constructivist.
In this first dialogue Connes and
Changeux repeatedly articulate their respective views using various analogies and
examples, but at times it seems that neither
of them is able to understand the other's
position, and very often their arguments
seem to be at cross-purposes with each
other. Connes resorts to using imageries
and concepts that are unique only to
mathematicians in order to prove his point
and finally states at the end of the first
dialogue that he cannot change what he
"strongly believes" to be true about
mathematics. Thus the first dialogue ends
without much progress as neither of them is
willing to concede any of the other's points.
In their next dialogue, they look to
the natural world with the hope of finding
an answer to their dilemma. Here we find
Connes appealing to the ability of mathematics to describe complex phenomena in
physics. He argues that even Einstein, who
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began
by trying to make theory fit
observable data, abandoned this view later
on and chose to argue that the laws of
physics could be arrived at by means of
purely mathematical constructions. He
quotes Einstein: "The creative principle
resides in mathematics." Here we find these
two men dropping names and technical
terms in order to prove their intellectual
superiority over the other scholar, a vice
which often plagues such discussions. In
addition to this, their discussion does not
make much progress, because it digresses
into a argument about indeterminacy, a
concept 1n quantum physics, which
Changeux is unable to comprehend in spite
of Connes explaining it over and over again.
Connes then goes on to appeal to the
"unreasonable effectiveness" of mathematics in order to prove that mathematics does
not result simply from a human effort to
quantify the natural world m some
systematic way.
Here he uses an
interesting example from the history of
knot theory in order to prove this point. He
argues that important discoveries in this
theory were made by Vaughn Jones, a
mathematician whose initial research had
nothing to do with the theory of knots.Jones
had begun by working on a problem of
infinite dimensional analysis that called for
the classification of all the subfactors of a
given factor. This was a problem that could
not be further removed from the theory of
knots. Eventually, when he finally sueceeded in determining the set of values that
would satisfy the index of subfactors (the
solution to his problem), he realized that
what he had discovered was in fact a
method to determine the Gordian number
of a knot (which is the number of times that
one has to pass one strand through another
until the knot comes undone). Connes uses
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this example to point out that two totally
unrelated fields of research in mathematics
complimented each other and ultimately
led to the same result. He argues that this
"unreasonable effectiveness" found m
mathematics is what makes the existence of
an independent mathematical reality seem
almost necessary.
Despite this example Changeux
remains unconvinced. He admits, however,
that the fact that mathematical objects
created independently of any investigation
into particles, knots, or other natural
objects are so well adapted to the physical
world, does pose a problem for the
constructivists. In spite of this he continues
to hold onto his constructivism. Finally, he
resorts to an ad hominem response:
physicists and mathematicians have a
tendency to become infatuated with
whatever mathematical model is in vogue
and are inclined to apply such models to
everything from groups of ants to atoms.
Thus Connes and Changeux once again
reach a deadlock, as neither of them is
willing to concede the perspective of the
other.
The conversation then moves on to a
discussion about the characteristics of
abstract concepts that the brain perceives.
Once again we find Changeux beginning
with a position acceptable to both of them.
He tries to emphasize the important role
that the brain plays in understanding
abstract mathematical concepts. Connes
willingly concedes this point, and for the
first time in their conversation, the two
scientists are able to work together. Here,
Connes and Changeux complement each
other's knowledge by using their understanding of neuroscience and mathematics,
respectively, to formalize the process in
which the brain creates and works with
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abstract mathematical concepts. This
involves describing the mental work of a
mathematician in terms of neuroscience
and psychology. As in other parts of their
book, the concepts that they deal with are in
some ways beyond the reach of contemporary science. Thus, much of their understanding of abstract
thought is mere speculation rather than a
discussion of theories
that have been verified.
Another interesting idea discussed with
respect to the nature of
abstract thought is the
method by which a
brain selects one mental tool over another in
order to solve a specific
problem. This process,
Changeux suggests, is
not unlike the way that
a chess player eval ua tes and chooses a
move that will enable him to reach his goal.
Instead of having to go over every possible
move, a chess player is able to focus only on
those that are useful to him. He argues that
in the same sense a mathematician is able
to intuitively choose those methods that
will lead to a solution. This process of
selection tends to further strengthen those
neural paths that are useful to a
mathematician and thus the mind evolves
into an object that is capable of comprehending even more abstract concepts. Once
again, Changeux uses this idea to restate
his claim that mathematicians create
rather than discover the concepts of
mathematical reality.
The final dialogue leads Connes and
Changeux into a discussion of the possibil-
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ity of thinking machines. They both agree
that since artificial intelligence merely
mimics some of the higher functions of the
brain, the intelligence of machines will
always be quite limited. However, they
discuss an alternative approach to this
problem called the neurocognitive method,
which seeks to
model the human
brain itself and its
functions. Instead
of trying to mimic
,. ;.f
the functions of the
brain, this method
draws upon anatomical and physiological data to
mimic the capacities of the human
brain. Thus the aim
here is to create
neural networks
that will approach
the capacities of
the human brain.
In this context, they discuss various
proposals that have been made in the field
of thinking machines which finally leads
them to the question of whether the brain is
a thinking machine.
At times, it appears that the goals of
this book seem over-ambitious. The men try
to say too much in too little space, and the
intellectual leaps that they make often
come at the expense of arguments that are
not worked out in great detail. Nevertheless, their dialogue does give the reader an
exhaustive account of issues regarding the
nature of mathematics. The book's ambition should not, therefore, deter anyone
from reading it.
Another difficulty with reading this
book is that, because it is written in a
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dialogue format, it often digresses into
passages of irrelevance, since the two
scientists discuss a wide range of topics that
extend from Darwinism and neuroscience
to quantum physics and Godel's incompleteness theorem. Although these topics
do seem somewhat irrelevant and disconnected to the main issue being addressed,
the authors eventually do make an attempt
to connect these diverse topics to the nature
of mathematics as the conversation proceeds.
With regard to the main issue of the
book (the nature of mathematical reality),
we find that Connes and Changeux do not
provide the reader with a conclusive
answer. Instead they allow the reader, the
third participant in their dialogue, to come
to a conclusion about this issue on their
own. It is also important to note that this
book does not deal exclusively with the
metaphysical aspect of the problem, since it
goes on to explore the implications that the
authors' views will have for both the
creation of thinking machines and ethics. If
interdisciplinary research leads to the
development of thinking machines, then
the question of whether such machines will
be capable of making ethical decisions and
whether ethical questions can be reduced to
the neural patterns of the brain will become
relevant. Once again Connes and Changeux
decline to provide their readers with a
conclusive answer to these ethical issues
but instead allow their readers to deal with
these issues on their own.
Conversations on Mind, Matter, and
Mathematics certainly does raise a lot of
questions regarding the nature of mathematics, the characteristics of abstract
thought, the possibility of thinking machines, and the ethical implications of such
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concepts. If science is in fact successful at
creating artificial life then one wonders
whether such machines will have "souls"
and be capable of "consciousness." And
would it be correct to call those inventions
machines? Or, to pose a more fundamental
question: how will such research affect the
way we understand the nature of human
life? Though these are questions that the
book does not directly deal with itself, it
certainly prompts its readers to think about
these issues.
Returning to the issue of mathematics, we find that in spite of the fact that
thesetwomendisagreefundamentallywith
regard to its nature, they both see
mathematics as the key to resolving
important questions regarding humanity.
This may not come as a surprise to those
who are familiar with the history of
mathematics, since even the ancient
Pythagoreans suggested that numbers
were the elements of all things. The
Pythagoreans claimed that "all things that
are known have number. For without this
nothing could possibly be thought of or
known."
This recurring trend in the understanding of mathematics and its relationship with the world makes one wonder
whether there is in fact a mathematical
reality that is objective and knowable but
yet quite different from the physical reality
that we experience around us. If the nonindustrialized and non-digitalized society
of the Greeks considered mathematics to be
the basic substance of the universe, then
Connes' claims regarding the nature of
mathematics may not be merely the wishful
thinking of a mathematician. It may be that
numbers are in some sense the underlying
substance of the world around us. □
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Flicker
In this dim vague

I
You without detail
view
Spring's horizons fall in haze
by wildly elated
atmospheric vengeance
I know what I think about perception, but I wonder how
much of the surface is wiped away with the dirt.
--Todd Slager
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Inheritance
coming out of convalescence I
fold my own breasts into
my arms -- a pyramid of symmetry,
a naked tomb -- cradling.
buried in my mother's breasts my
grandmothers' I've slept so many times,
cradled in the arms of Amazons.
and each sun sets, spreading
dark rays cross six weeks' squares,
blackening your mornings cold
and toasted in an empty room.
They still sing life long, burned
in a dis symmetry of love and
fear thrown full at me.
--Katrina Vegter
(Amazon=a tribe of warrior women from Greek
mythology, Amazon meaning "without breasts")

